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A b s t r a c t . We investigate crack problems, where the crack boundary 
has conical singularities. Elliptic operators with two-sided elliptic boundary 
conditions on the plus and minus sides of the crack will be interpreted as 
elements of a corner algebra of boundary value problems. The corresponding 
operators will be completed by extra edge conditions on the crack boundary 
to Fredholm operators in corner Sobolev spaces with double weights, and 
there are parametrices within the calculus.
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In troduction
This paper is aimed at studying elliptic operators in a domain of the form G \ S , 
where G is an open bounded subset of R3 with smooth boundary and S c G a  
closed subset such that intS is an oriented smooth hypersurface of codimension 1 
with conical singularities at the boundary. An example is G =  {x E R3 : |ж| < 1} 
with S  =  {x E R3 : x% =  0, \xi\ +  \x2 \ ≤ If the elliptic operator A in 
consideration is the Lame system we have a situation of (linear) crack theory 
with S  being a crack in a medium G. Boundary value problems for the operator 
A  are given as
(1) Au =  ∕  in О \  S, T±u =  g± on int S±, Tu — g on ∂G.
Here S± indicate the plus and minus sides of S, and the operators T± are of 
the form T± =  r±B± with differential operators B± in a neighbourhood of S 
with smooth coefficients and r± denoting the operators of restriction to intS± 
from the respective sides. We assume that the operators T± satisfy the Shapiro- 
Lopatinskij condition with respect to A  uniformly up to ∂S. Moreover, T  is a 
boundary condition which satisfies the Shapiro-Lopatinskij condition with respect 
to A  on ∂G.
A special case of our investigation is the ‘quarter plane problem’ which means 
a boundary value problem for the Laplace operator (or any other elliptic operator) 
in R3 \  S for S := {x E R3 : xs =  0, x\ > 0, X2 > 0} with two sided elliptic 
boundary conditions on S± (i.e., for x% \  0 and x% ∕  0). The specific problem 
consists of an adequate description of the behaviour of solutions near the origin 
which is a corner singularity. Outside the
origin on the positive a^-axis, i — 1, 2 , we have the typical behaviour of 
‘smooth crack theory’, cf. [6]. For X{ —)► oo on these parts of the crack boundary 
we have an effect from the calculus on manifolds with edges and exits to infinity 
(however, the latter aspect is not studied in the present article).
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We will construct a pseudo-differential calculus containing the operators (1) 
together with the parametrices of elliptic elements. Another interesting point is 
the nature of weighted Sobolev spaces which encode elliptic regularity.
For our methods the assumptions on the dimensions are not essential, but 
in dimension 3 some elements of the calculus become easier. The crack theory 
(in arbitrary dimensions) within a pseudo-differential calculus for the case of a 
smooth crack boundary is systematically treated in the author’s joint monograph 
with Kapanadze [6], see also the article [15]. Let us also note that the scenario has 
much in common with mixed problems, cf. the authors joint papers [5], [2] with 
Dines and Harutjunjan for elliptic operators, and Krainer and Zhou Xiaofang [9] 
for the parabolic case.
Mixed elliptic and parabolic problems as well as crack problems have been 
studied by many authors from different aspects before, see the bibliography of 
[6]. Let us mention, in particular, the work of Vishik and Eskin [21], [3] with 
a calculus of boundary value problems for pseudo-differential operators without 
the transmission property at the boundary, Rempel and Schulze [11], or a more 
recent paper jointly with Seiler [19] on the edge algebra structure of boundary 
value problems.
In the present note we want to demonstrate how the general calculus of the 
author’s joint articles with Oliaro [10], De Donno [1] and Krainer [8] can be 
applied to crack problems with conical singularities at the crack boundary.
In order to illustrate the scenario we want to consider an example, namely 
the Laplace operator A  =  ∆  and Dirichlet conditions on the minus side, Neu­
mann conditions on the plus side of S  and Dirichlet conditions on ∂G. Then 
the associated column matrix operator A  := t (∆ T_ T+ T) (i.e., T-u  := |^i∏tjsr_, 
T+u := -^u\{nts+ with ^  being the differentiation in normal direction to S, and 
Tu  := u\qg) induces a continuous operator
H S~2(G)
0
(2) A : H*{G) -)• ©
H s~l(m tS+)
©
H S~3(∂G)
for every s > Here H 2(G) is the standard Sobolev space of smoothness s on 
G (more precisely, H S(G) := {u\q : и E H s(R3)}); similarly we have H S(∂G) in 
the standard sense on the manifold ∂G, and H s(mtS±) means the restriction of
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H U S )  t° intS', where S  is any C°° manifold (here of dimension 2) which contains 
S  as an embedded manifold with conical singularities and boundary (see Section 
1.4 below); subscripts C=L’ mean the interpretations as + or — sides of int S.
It is clear that the problem (1) cannot be solvable in the space H S(G) unless 
the data g± satisfy a corresponding compatibility condition. Instead of the stan­
dard Sobolev spaces we therefore employ certain weighted Sobolev spaces. We 
interpret G \ S  as a ‘crack configuration’ Mcrack, cf. Section 2.3 below, introduce 
corner Sobolev spaces
vs-(^(Mcrack), W ^)(S ±)
with double weights (7 , (5) GK2, cf. Section 2.1 below, and realise A  as a contin­
uous operator
2,(7—2,й—2) (JWcrack)
(3) A : V s^ ’5\ M crac k)-> ®
H 3~ ? ( ∂ G )
for any s > Here
V,-2,(7-2,5-2)(Mcrack)
0
y S-2,(7-2,5-2)(Mcrack) ,=  ve_ I )(7_ I )tf_ I ) (5_ ) _
0
2 2 ^~ 2 ) (S-\-)
We then obtain that for all 7  ^ D for some discrete set D of real numbers and 
all S ф D1 for another discrete set D1 of reals (depending on 7 ) the operator 
A  can be completed by additional trace and potential conditions along ∂S  to a 
Fredholm operator
у 5 _ 2,(7_ 2)й_ 2)(Мстаск)
U s - 1,6 -1  ( ß s , M )
(4) ( t  О : ® ^  H s~2(∂G)
\ *  n / s - 1,0-1
H s~ 3^-3 (05, M')
for s > | ,  cf. Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 below. The crack boundary 
∂S  is interpreted as a one-dimensional manifold with conical singularities, and
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T~LS^ (∂S ,M )  are the corresponding weighted Sobolev spaces on ∂S  of distribu­
tional sections in the vector bundle M, cf. Section 1.3 below.
Our approach is completely general and can be applied to other conditions on 
int S± as well, e.g., Dirichlet or Neumann conditions on both sides, cf. Section 3.1 
below. Also the elliptic operator A itself is arbitrary and may also be a system, 
e.g., Lame’s system, and also the dimension of G is unessential.
The ideas come from the theory of elliptic operators on manifolds with geo­
metric singularities, here with corners and boundary. Comparing the results with
[17] or [18] which consist of a corner calculus without boundary, here we treat 
the case of boundary value problems.
The technicalities are voluminous and cannot be given here in a selfcontained 
way. However, after the material of [16], [17], [6] and [2] it should be easy to 
complete the details. In the present exposition we mainly formulate the structure 
of operators A  in suitable scales of weighted Sobolev spaces and a corresponding 
principal symbolic hierarchy
(5) СГ (A) =  (СГ^ (Л),СГ0 (Л),СГЛ(Л),СГС(Л))
which determines ellipticity and parametrices. The first components сгф(А) and 
сJß(A) are the principal interior and boundary symbols as they are known from 
the standard calculus of boundary value problems with the transmission property. 
The principal edge symbol crA(A) comes from the theory of pseudo-differential 
boundary value problems on a manifold with edges, cf. [6]. The conormal symbol 
crc(A) is the typical novelty compared with the crack theory for a smooth crack 
boundary.
Let us finally note that there is a similarity between our crack problems and 
mixed boundary value problems. The case with conical (or other) singularities 
at the interface seems not to be treated yet in the literature. An interesting 
problem is to characterise for relevant examples the number of extra interface (or 
crack) conditions (cf. also [2] for the case of smooth interfaces and Section 3.1 
below) and to explicitly calculate the corner weights for which the operators are 
Fredholm (which is known in general up to a certain discrete set of weights).
1. E lem ents o f th e  edge calculus
1.1. Edge Sobolev spaces and symbols
By assumption the crack boundary ∂S  is smooth outside a finite set of conical 
singularities. For simplicity we assume that there is only one conical point v E 
∂ S ; the general case can be treated by similar arguments, using localisations 
and partitions of unity. The set (∂S)reg := ∂S \  {?;} can be regarded as an
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edge and G \  (∂S)reg locally near any у E (∂S)reg as the interior of a wedge 
К  X О for an open set О С W , q =  dim(ö*S)reg (= dimG — 2), and К  = 
(M+ X /)/({0} X I ), I  := [0, 27t], interpreted as the model cone of the wedge. 
The interval I  corresponds to the unit circle in the normal plane R2 to (∂S)reg 
with distinguished end points which correspond to the plus and minus side of 
the crack. In other words, К  is represented by (R2\R + ) U (M+  ^ U M+^) where 
M+ locally corresponds to the intersection of intS  with the 2-dimensional normal 
plane to ∂S  at some у E (∂S)reg, and intS± by two copies R ^  of the half-axis 
that replace M+ by the ±  sides of the slit. As is common, instead of ^ \{ ^ }  we 
often look at the stretched cone I A =  M+ x l  э (г,ф). Then the domain (including 
plus and minus sides of the crack) near a point у E (∂S)reg is locally identified 
with a stretched wedge R+ x / x f i .  This is just the starting point in [6]. We want 
to describe here some elements of the crack calculus for a smooth crack boundary 
for being able to organise the next step in the hierarchy of singularities, namely 
when the edge has conical singularities.
Note that pseudo-differential operators on manifolds with edges that have 
conical singularities are treated in [17] for the boundary less case.
Let E  be a Hilbert space equipped with a group k \  : E  —>► E, A E M+, of 
isomorphisms such that кд^Д' =  к\\ '  for all А, А' Е M+, strongly continuous in 
A E K+ (we then simply say that {/^д}дем+ is a group action on E). An example 
is E = H S(R_™) := Я*(Мш)|Мт for K™ = {x =  (xu . . . , x m) : xm > 0}, with
(n\u)(x) =  X^u(Xx), X Е M+.
Definition 1.1. The ‘abstract; edge Sobolev space W s(Mg,£^) of smoothness 
s E R is defined as the completion of S(Rq,E) with respect to the norm 
ll(r/)s ||/^ (^)^(r/) 1Ы1ь2(1ф (u(v) =  is the Fourier transform in Rg).
Remark 1.2. For E  =  H S(W±) we have
W s(Rq, H s(R™)) = H s(Rq X R™) 
for every s E M, in particular,
W s(Mm_1 , # s(II^)) = H S(R™).
Remark 1.3. Let E  =  lim^^ E J be a Frechet space written as a projec­
tive limit of Hilbert spaces E J with continuous embeddings E^+1 ^  E^, and let 
{/^д}дем+ be a group action on E° which restricts to group actions on E J for 
every j  (we then say that the Hilbert space E  is endowed with a group action).
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In that case we have continuous embeddings W S(M9, £7J+1) ^  W S(M9, E^), and 
we write
W s(\Rq,E) =  | т Ц / в( Г , ^ ) .
je  N
Similarly to standard Sobolev spaces we also have ccomp’ and cloc’ versions
W scomp(Ü,E) and Wfoc(f2 ,£ )
for any open set О С  W .  More details on the nature of abstract edge Sobolev 
spaces may be found in [14] or [16].
Definition 1.4. (i) Let E  and E  be Hilbert spaces with group actions
{/^л}лем+ and {^л}лем+; respectively. Then the space of (operator-valued) 
symbols S P(U X W ; E , E )  for an open set U С W , /iE K , is defined as the 
set of all a(y,rf) E C°°(U x W , C ( E , E ) )  suchthat
( 6 ) su p  ^ ) ~ ^ Р Ч ^ ) { В у В ^ а ( у , т ) ) } к ^ \ \ с { Е г Ё )  : ( y , 7] ) е к  X  Ж 9 }
is finite for every KGZU and all multi-indices a  E №, ß  E W .
(ii) S M ( U  X (W  \  {0}); E,  Ё)  denotes the set of all f^) (y , r j )  ^ C ° ° ( U  x (W  \  
{0}) ,C(E,E))  such that
f(ß)(yAv)  =  ^ \ f { p ) ( y ^ ) i ^ x l
for all (y,rj) E U X (W \  {0}); А Е M+.
(iii) The space S^(U  x W ; E ,E )  of classical symbols is defined as the set of 
all a(y,r]) E S ß(U x W ;E ,  E) such that there are elements a^_j^(y,r]) E 
S^~i)(U  X (W \  {0}); E, Ё ) ,  j  E N, such that
N
a(y ,v ) - ∑ x ( 4 ) V j ) ( M )  e S»~N(U X R«;E,E)
3 =0
for every N  E N. Here x(v) is апУ excision function, i.e., x  £ C°°(W),  
x(v) =  0 f or Ы < c0; x(v) =  1 f or Ы > ci f or certain 0 < Co < c\.
Remark 1.5. Definition 1.4 reproduces standard scalar symbols when we in­
sert E  — E  — С with the trivial group actions.
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A symbol a(x, £, Л) G x МЖп x IR^  x Ед) for ß G Z, Q, С E n 1 open,
X =  (x ',xn), £ =  (£;,£∏)> is said to have the transmission property at xn =  0 , if
(7) В кХпВ $ л { а {1>ч ) (х ',хп, ? , £ п, A) -  ( - l ) ^ a (/1_Я (я', 4 ' ,  4 « , - A ) }
vanishes on the set {(ж7, жп, £', £n, A) : ж7 E О, жп = 0, (£7,A) = 0,£n E l  \ {0}} 
for all /i:EN, a  E Nn_1+  ^ and all j  E N.
Let S^(0 x R x  R n + ^)tr denote the space of all symbols with the transmission 
property in that sense, and let S ^ ( ∩  x R + x K.n + ^)tr be the space of restrictions 
of such symbols to f t  x R + x Шп+1. With every а(ж,£, A) E S^(0 x R + x K.n + ^)tr 
we associate a family of pseudo-differential operators on K+ by setting
(8) ор+ (а)(ж',£', X)u(xn) := г+ор(а)(ж', А)е+^(жп),
where ор(а)(ж', £', А)гл(жп) := JJ  el X^n~Xn^ na(x ' , x n, £', A) u (x n)dxnd^n, e+ de­
notes the operator of extension of гд from K+ Э жп by zero to R_ and r+/u := и |^+, 
=  (27г)_1^ п. (op(а) basically refers to any extension of a to M with respect 
to жп, but (8) is independent of this extension). In (7) we assume и E i? s(M+) 
for s >
R em ark  1.6. For every  а(ж,£, A) E S^(0 x R + x K.n + ^)tr which is indepen­
dent of x n for  large x n we have
ор+(а)(ж',£',А) € S»(∩ x Ж^,“д+г; H s(Ж+), H s~ß(Ж±))
for every s > — If a is independent of xn, then ор+ (а)(ж', A) is a classical 
operator-valued symbol in the sense of Definition 1.4 (iii).
Definition 1.4 has a generalisation to pairs of Frechet spaces E  and E  with 
group actions, cf. Remark 1.3. For instance, if E  is a Hilbert space, E  a Frechet 
space, E  =  lj∏r E J, E^ Hilbert spaces, etc., then we have the symbol spaces
Sfa(U  X W ;E ,  Ei)  for all j  and we then set
S(C\)(U X №∙,E,E) :=  ∩  S{cl)(U x W∙,E,W).
je N
Here C(cl)’ means that the considerations are valid for classical and general sym­
bols. The case when also E  is Frechet may be found, e.g., in [16].
Let S^clj ( W ;  E , E) be the subset of all symbols with constant coefficients, i.e., 
which are independent of y. Then we have
S ^ ( U  X W; E , E )  =  C°°{U,S4ü){W-,E,E)y,
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here we use the symbol spaces in their natural locally convex topologies which 
immediately follow from the definition.
Exam ple 1.7. Let us write the space <S(M+) := 5(R)|^+ as a projective limit 
of Hilbert spaces
S( 1+) = ^ m E k
he N
for E k := (хп)~кН к(Ж±) with the group action (к,\и)(хп) =  А1/2г^ (Ажп); A > 0. 
Then we have the space of symbols
(9) S^(Q X Rn_1 х К г; 1 Х ) Ф  Cm,S(R+) 0  Cm')
with the group actions diag(/^A,id) on the respective direct sums.
An element д(х',£',Л) E C°°(Q  x W 1- 1^ 1, С( Ь2(Ж±) 0 C m ,L 2( ^ )  0 C m')) 
is said to be a Green symbol of order /jl and type 0 (of the calculus of bound­
ary value problems with the transmission property at xn — 0) if до(х'^'^Х) := 
diag(l, (£', А) ? ) д ( х ' A)diag(l, (£', A)- 2) and A) (with interchanged m,
m f) belong to be space (9); where V  indicates pointwise adjoints in the sense
{q{x ?С ) {ui9 ix ?С 5^)^)l2(m+)0cm
for all и E L2(K+) 0  Cm; V E L2(K+) 0  C171' . An operator family g ( x ' , A) is 
called a Green symbol of type d E N, if it has the form
for Green symbols gj(xf, A) of order f i — j  and type 0, i =  0 , . . . ,  d. In this case
we have
0(®',£',A) e S& (п ж Г - 1+|; Я % ) ф Г ,5(1+) ф Г ' )
for every real s > d — \ .
Definition 1.8. We set
L ^ ( n - , E , E )  := {Op(a) : a(y ,y ' ,r ,)  E 5fcl)(fi x S l x f ; £ , £ ) }
where Op(a)u(y) = / /  ег^ у~уП)Г1а(у, у1, rj)u(y,)dy,drj! dt] := (2ir)~qdr/, QCM 9 any 
open set.
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Operators A  £ L ^ ( Q ;  Е, E) are continuous in the sense
A : C ^(Q ,E)  -> C∞ (Q,E)
and extend to continuous operators
(И)
for all s G l .
1.2. Boundary value problems
The present section gives an outline of standard pseudo-differential boundary 
value problems with the transmission property at the boundary which depend on 
a parameter A g R 1. First let X  be a compact C°° manifold with boundary ∂X,  
and let 2X  denote the double of X  obtained by gluing together two copies X+ 
and X_ of X  along the common boundary such that 2X  is a smooth and closed 
manifold. The given manifold X  will be regarded as the plus side of 2X.
If M  is any closed compact C°° manifold we denote by L^(M; Ш1) the space of 
all classical parameter-dependent pseudo-differential operators on M, i.e., with 
local amplitude functions а(ж,£, A) which are classical symbols in (£, A) of or­
der /i, and L~°°(M;Rl) := S(R l , L_00(M)), with ) being the space
of all smoothing operators on M.  More generally, for E ,F  E Vect(M) (with 
Vect(.) denoting the set of all smooth complex vector bundles on the manifold in 
brackets) we have the space L^(M; E , F; Ш1) of all classical parameter-dependent 
pseudo-differential operators on M  acting between Sobolev spaces H S(M , E) and 
H S~VJ(M1F) of distributional sections in the bundles.
On all smooth manifolds in consideration we fix Riemannian metrics; in the 
case of a C°° manifold X  with boundary we choose a collar neighbourhood ∂ X  x 
[0,1) э (x ',xn) and assume the Riemannian metric to be the product metric of 
a metric on ∂ X  and the standard metric on [0,1). The complex vector bundles 
in consideration are assumed to be equipped with Hermitian metrics.
Let L^(2X;Rl)ir denote the subspace of all A E L^(2X;Rl) the local am­
plitude functions of which have the transmission property at the boundary (this 
concerns the charts intersecting ∂X).  More generally, we have the spaces 
L ^ (2 X ;E ,F ;R l)tT for B , F e  Vect(2X).
An operator family C∏ (A) : C°°(X) —>► C°°(X) is called parameter-dependent 
smoothing and of type d E N if it has the form
d
(12) C11(X) = ∑ G j (\)T*
3 = 0
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with Gj(A) having kernels in S(Rl ,C°°(X  x X )) and a first order differential 
operator T  on X  which is locally near ∂ X  of the form ∂ /∂xn. An operator 
(721(A) : C°°(X) —>► C°°(∂X) is called parameter-dependent smoothing of type d 
if it has the form
d
C2i(\ )  = ∑ B j ( \ ) T i
3 = 0
with Bj(A) having kernels in S(Rl ,C°°(∂X  x X)).  Finally C12(A) : C°°(∂X) 
C°°(X ) and C22 (A) : C°°(∂X) —>► C°°(X) are called parameter-dependent smooth­
ing if the kernels belong to 5(Мг,С°°(Х x ∂X)) and 5(Мг,С°°(0Х x ∂X)), re­
spectively.
All these notions have straightforward generalisations to operators between 
spaces of sections in smooth complex vector bundles on the corresponding man­
ifold. In this sense by B~°°,d(X; v; Ш1) we denote the space of all smoothing 
operator families C(A) = (Cij(X))ij=i^
C°°(X,E) C°°(X,F)
(13) 0 —^ 0
C°°(∂X,H) C°°(∂X, J)
of type d; here v := (E, F; H , J) for E ,F  E Vect(X) and H, J  E Vect(∂X).
Let V \ , . . . ,V n  be coordinate neighbourhoods on ∂X,  let {(pi, . . . ,  be 
a subordinate partition of unity and { ^ i , .. .  , ^ n }  a system of functions i/jj E 
Co°(Vj) which are equal to 1 on supp cpj for all j,  and let Xj '∙Vj Q, be charts, 
О С Rn_1 open, n =  dimX. Moreover, let ш E C°°(X) be a function which is 
equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of ∂ X  and 0 outside ∂ X  x [0, ^). With symbols 
gk(x ',^', A) as in Example 1.7 we can associate operator families
(14) gk( A) =  dmg(uj(pk,(pk)(xk 1)*Opxl(gk)(X)dmg(u;ipk,ipk),
where Орж/(^)(А)г{(а:/) = f f  ег(х~х'№ дк(х', \)u{x')dx'd^' is interpreted as an
action _  _
Cg°(ft X R+) С°°(П  X R+)
Opx'(gk)(X) : 0  —» 0
C0°°(O,Cm) C°°(n,Cm')
Such operators can easily be generalised to block matrices also in the upper 
left corners (i.e., when L2(K+) and <S(M+) in the formula (9) is replaced by 
L2(K+,Ce) and <S(M+,Ce ) for some dimensions e and e', respectively). We then 
have invariance with respect to substituting transition maps of vector bundles.
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Then, if О X R+ x Ce, O x  R+ x Ce' , O x  Cm and ft x C171' are regarded as 
trivialisations of bundles E , F, H  and J, respectively, we interpret the operator 
push forwards (x^1)* in the sense of maps between sections of bundles.
Let BQd(X; v; Ш1) for fi E M, d E N, be the space of all families (/(A) of 
operators (13) of the form
N
0(A) =  ∑ & ( A ) + C ( A )
fc = l
for arbitrary Q^(A) of the form (14), and C(A) E £>_ 00,d(X;-u; Мг).
Definition 1.9. B^,d(X; v; Ш1) for any fi E Z, d E N, v = (£7, F;i7, J ) ;
defined to be the space of all families A( \ )  =  ( ^ j  (^))z,j=i,2 of operators (13), 
A e R 1; which have the form
(15) Д(А) =  diag(r+A(A)e+ , 0) +  Q(X)
with A(A) E L^(2X;  E, F; M*)tr for elements E ,F  E Vect(2X) swc/a that E  = 
F  and e+ denoting the operator of extension by zero to 2X \  X ,
r+ the operator of restriction to intX, and Q(A) E Bq^(X]  v; Ш1). For I =  0 we 
simply write Bß'd(X\ v) .
Note that Д(А) E £>^ ,d(X; v; Ш1) implies Д(Ао) E B ^ d(X\v)  for every fixed Ao E
Rl .
A standard property of operators in B ^ d( X\ v )  in the case of compact X  is 
the following result:
Theorem 1.10. Every A  E B^,d(X;v)  extends to continuous operators
H S(X,E) H s~v(X,F)
A :  ®  ®
H s- \  (∂X, H) h 8- \ - » { ∂ x , J)
for every real s > d — \ .
The operator families A  E B^,d(X; v; Ш1) have a principal symbolic structure 
consisting of two components
(16) cr (A) = (аф(Л),ад(Л))
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with the (parameter-dependent) homogeneous principal interior symbol of A
(17) аф(А):тг*х Е ^ п * х Р,
7Tx : T *X  X I 1 \  0 4  I ,  which is the principal symbol of A(X)\x, and the 
(parameter-dependent) homogeneous principal boundary symbol of A
E' <g> Я в(К+) F' (g> Я в“^(К+)
(18) : ® n∂x ® 5
Я  J
^∂x  : T*(<9X) X \  0 <9X; here £7' := F f := Concerning more
explanations and notation in this context, cf. [16, Chapter 4]. An operator family 
A(X) E £>^ ,d(X; v; Rl) is called (parameter-dependent) elliptic if both (17) and
(18) are isomorphisms.
Remark 1.11. (i) Definition 1.9 has an immediate generalisation to the
case of a non-compact manifold X  with C°° boundary; as before, the corre­
sponding operator classes are denoted by £>^ ,d(X; v; Ш1). For instance, if G 
and S are as in the introduction we can form X  := (G\S')U(indS'_UintS+),
i.e., to G \ S  we add two copies ofintS corresponding to the plus and minus 
sides of S. In this case we have ∂ X  =  ∂G U int*S_ U intS'+∙ Since ∂ X  
has several connected components it may be necessary to indicate the vector 
bundles on the different components separately.
(ii) For operators in BQd(X;v;M!) we may admit arbitrary fi E M.
The principal symbolic structure and ellipticity also make sense for a non-compact 
manifold X  with C°° boundary, or if ∂ X  has several connected components.
Another situation when ∂ X  has several connected components is the case
X  := I  for an interval I  =  [a,/?] on the real line. The operator families of the
space £>^ ,d(/; v; Ш1) then have the form
Я в(/, Ce) H s-»(I ,Ce')
A(X) : 0  0
Cn_ ф Cn+ Cn'_ ф Cn'+
continuous for s > d — in this case v consists of the tuple of dimension data
(e, e'; n _ , n+, n'_, n'+ )∙
Since the latter case is basic for this exposition we want to formulate the 
classes of operator families for the case e' = e = n_ = n+ = n'_ = n'+ = 1 in­
dependently. The generalisation to arbitrary dimensions is then straightforward.
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Also for the case of different orders in the entries we can easily define correspond­
ing operators if we first have formulated the operators for the same order /i in all 
entries. We will define the spaces
b ^ a ( i -,r 1)
for /i E Z, d E N and
B % d ( I ; R l )
for arbitrary /i Е M.
Let defined to be the space of all 3 x 3 block matrix operators
H S(I) C°°(I)
9  — (9 i j ) i , j= 1,2,3 : ©  ^
c2 c2
s > — where g\\ is an integral operator with kernel in C°°(Ix /) , gijc := /ij(0)c 
for j  =  2,3, с E C, = f j  1п(ф)и(ф)с1ф for i — 2,3, with arbitrary functions 
f i j i f u  £ C°°(I) for = 2,3, and an arbitrary 2 x 2 matrix (gij)ij=2,3 with 
entries in C. The components of c — (cQ,c^) E C2 are related to the end points 
{a} and {ß} of the interval I. The space Bq°°^(I) is Frechet in a natural way (as 
a direct sum of its 9 components), and we set Bq°°'0(I; Ш1) := S(R l , Bq°°'0(I)). 
Moreover let £>^°°,d(/; Rl) for arbitrary d E N be the space of all operator families 
ff(A) := 00(A) + G j(A )diag(^,0 , 0) for arbitrary gj G В^°°'0(1-,Ж1).
Let us now consider 2 x 2  block matrix symbols g(A) of the class
(19) ^ ( 1 ' ; Ь 2( % ) ф С ,  5 ( I + ) 0 C ) ,
where the group actions on L2(K_|_) ф С  or <->(K+) ® С are defined by и(ф) ® с —> 
Х^и(Хф) 0  с, A E K+ such that the pointwise adjoint g*(A) with respect to the 
L2(K+) 0  С scalar product belongs to the space (19).
With every such g(A) we can associate an operator family
H S(I) C°°(I)
(20) tt(A) :=  ujg(X)u) : 0 —У 0 ,
С С
5 >  - i  , for any fixed choice of functions w,w E C°°(I) which are equal to 1 near 
ф =  a  and vanish in a neighbourhood of the end point ß. In a similar manner we 
can form operators
H S(I) C°°(I)
(21) b(X) := X*(^^(A)^) ∙ 0 0
С С
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ви + bn «12 bl2\
H S(I)
©
С°°{1)
Ф
021 (122
0
: С -► С
&21 0 b22/ © ф
С с
where % : I  —>► I  is the diffeomorphism defined by х(Ф) := ~Ф +  а  +  ß  which 
interchanges the role of а  and ß. In other words, the direct summands С in 
the spaces of (20) belong to the end point а , those in the spaces of (21) to the 
end point ß. Writing (20) and (21) as block matrices with entries a ∙^ and ft^ ∙, 
respectively, we now form
(22) g(A) :=
More generally, we consider the operator families
d
(23) g{ A) = 5o(A) +  ^ 9i(A)diag(9^ ,0 , 0)
3 = 1
for any d E N, where gj(A) are of the kind (22), of order /i — j.
The space В^(1;Ш1) for fi E M, d E N is defined to be the set of all op­
erator functions g(A) + c(A) for arbitrary families of the form (23) and c(A) E 
Rl). Let BQd(I\ Rl) denote the space of upper left corners of elements 
of B%d(I;Rl).
Remark 1.12. The space В^ ( 1 ; Ш1) has a natural Frechet topology. So we 
can form spaces of the kind С°°(Ш+ x [7, Bq^(I\ R1)) or A(D,BQd(I;R1)); here 
A(D,E) for an open set D С С and a Frechet space E  denotes the space of all 
holomorphic functions in D with values in E.
Let S^(I  X Щ X Hjjtr denote the space of all classical symbols of order 
/i E Z in the variable ф and covariables (#, A) (with $ being the covariable to 
ф). Recall that the transmission property at the end points of the interval I  
(for instance, at ф =  a) of a symbol а(ф, #, A) means that the homogeneous 
components A) of order /л — j  satisfy the conditions
D p H a ^ W ,  A) -  ао1Ч)( ф , - 0 , -  a)} = о
on the set {(</>,#, A) : ф =  a, $ E M \  {0}, A = 0} for all к E N, 7  E N1, and all 
j  E N. A similar condition is imposed at ф =  ß.
Given a symbol a E S^(I  x M ^ ) tr we set
(24) op1 (а)(Х)и(ф) := г op(a(A) еи(ф)
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where a(</>, $, A) E S^(M x K ^ )  is any symbol such that a =  a|/xRi+z; here e is
the operator of extension by zero from I  to M \  I  and r the restriction to int/. 
We then have continuous operators op7(a) (A) : H S(I) —>► H S~^(I) for all reals 
s > — \  (clearly the operators do not depend on the choice of a).
Definition 1.13. The space В^^(1;Ш1Х) for fi E Z, d E N, is defined to be 
the set of all operator families of the form op7(a)(A) + g(A) for arbitrary a E 
S ^(I  X M ^ ) tr and g Е В ^(1;Ш 1). Moreover, we set
B ^ d(I;Rl) := {diag(p,0,0) +g : p E B ^ d(I;Rl),g E B ^ d(I;R1)}.
In the case p ≠  0 we assume /j, E Z, otherwise we admit ц Е M.
The space £>^ ,d(/;!^) is Frechet in a natural way.
1.3. Mellin operators and weighted spaces
For the calculus near (regular) geometric singularities such as conical points, 
edges and corners it is convenient to employ pseudo-differential operators based 
on the Mellin transform on the half-axis. This has been observed by many authors 
before, see, e.g., Kondratyev [7]. Introducing polar coordinates (r, x) E K+ x S n 
in K.~+1 \  {0} a differential operator
y, D%, Dy)  ^ ca(x, y)D~ y
\ a \ <l i
in K.n+1 X О with coefficients ca(x,y) E (7°°(IRn+1 x (1), (1 С W  open, takes the 
form
(25) A (r ,x ,y ,D r ,D x,D y) = r ~ ß ∑  ajß(r,y) ( - r ^ )  (rDyf
3 + \ ß \ < n  V r /
with coefficients a,jß E С°°(Ш+ x O, Diff^_(J+l^(S 'n)). Here Diff%) denotes the 
space of all differential operators of order v on the manifold in the brackets, with 
smooth coefficients. The typical Fuchs type differentiations — r-^  in (25) can be 
regarded as ‘Mellin’ operators with symbol £, i.e.,
- r ^ ~  = M ~ lzM  
or
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where M u(z ) = J0°° r z~1u(r)dr  is the Mellin transform, first on Cq°(R±) (with 
£ varying in the complex plane) and later on extended to more general function 
and distribution spaces. Then the variable £ will often vary on a ‘weight line’
Tß = {z e С : Rez =  ß}
for some ß E R. Mellin pseudo-differential operators with respect to some weight 
7  E R  have the form
°Рм(/)(АМг) := J (^7) (" 7 P) f ( r , r ' , ^ - ' i  +  i p , \ ) u ( r ' ) ^ d ß ,
where /( r ,  r', £, A) is a parameter-dependent amplitude function with covariables 
(z, А) Е Г 1 _ 7 x l 1. In our applications ∕  will be smooth in (r, r') E C°°(IR+ x M+)
and takes values in B^,d(X;v ;Rp x Rl) for a compact C°° manifold X  with 
boundary, e.g., X  — I  — [0, 27г], cf. the preceding section.
We want to specify this kind of Mellin symbols with respect to the dependence 
ОП2:. HU  С С is an open set, E  a Frechet space, by A(U, E ) we denote the space 
of all holomorphic functions in U with values in E.
Let Bß^ (X \v \  С X Rl) denote the space of all operator functions h(z, A) E 
A (C ,B ^d(X ;v;R1)) such that
h(ß + ip, A) E B ^ d(X ;v;Rp x Rlx )
for every ß  E R, uniformly in ß  E [с7, с"] for every d  < c". We also write
B ^ d(X;v; Tß x Rl)
for the parameter-dependent space of boundary value problems on X  if the pa­
rameter (z, A) varies onTß x R l (i.e., (Imz, A) plays the role of the parameter).
Theorem 1.14. For every f (z ,  A) E BfJj,d(X;v;Tß x Rl ) there exists an ele­
ment
h(z. A) E B ^ d(X;v; C x  Rl )
such that
h(ß + iß, A) = f ( ß  + iß, A) mod 0 _00’d(X; R ^ ) .
Starting from functions /( r ,  p, A) E C°°(IR+, £>^ ,d(X; R] ^ )) we can con-
struct Mellin symbols h(r,z, А) Е С°°(Ж_)_, £^ ,d(X; v; С x Жг)) such that, if we 
set
f(r, p, A) := f\r ,  rp, rA), h(r, z, A) := h(r, z, rA),
/o(r, p, A) :=  /(0, rp ,  r A ) ,  /i0(r, 2, A) :=  h{0, 2, r A )
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we obtain
(26) орХД/г)(А) = opr (/)(A) mod B~°°’d( X A∙,v,Wl) 
and
(27) °Pm (^o)(A) =  oPr(/o)(A) m o d £ -°° ’d(X V ;M *)
for all 7  E M. Here opr (.) means the pseudo-differential action with respect 
to the Fourier transform in r. The relations (26) and (27) are interpreted as 
equations in £>^ ,d(XA; v; Мг), i.e., X A is regarded as a non-compact C°° manifold 
with boundary, and operators are first applied to u(r,x) E , C°°(X)).
Relations of the kind (26), (27) are of a similar structure as the corresponding 
ones for parameter-dependent pseudo-differential operators on a closed compact 
C°° manifold, cf. [16]. The case of boundary value problems is treated in [10]. 
For the calculus below it will also be useful to define the subspace
(28) B~°°,d( X ‘,v ,Tß  X Мг)е
of all (so called smoothing Mellin symbols of the cone algebra with weight control 
in an £-strip around the weight line Г^) f (z ,  A) E A({ß — £ < Rez < ß  + 
б}, £>_00,d(X; V] R1)) for any e > 0 which satisfy the condition
f (6  + i p , \ ) e S ( R 1+ ^ B - ∞’d(X;v))
for every 5 E (ß — £, ß  +  e) and uniformly in 5 for every compact subinterval. 
In the considerations below it will be sufficient to have such smoothing Mellin 
symbols for the case I =  0 .
Starting from operator families
f(r,y,p,?j, A) e C ° ° ( I+  X n ,B ^ d(X-,v-R1+q+l))
for an open set О С  Ш we can find similarly as before an element
h(r, y, z, rj, A) € C°°(M+ X n , B ß’d(X;v; С x М"+г))
such that, if we set
/( r ,  y, p, r1, A) := f(r, y, rp, n 7, rA), h(r, y, z, 77, A) := h(r, y, z, rq, rA)
we have
°Рм (л)(У>^А) =  opr (/)(y, ?7, A) mod C'00(f i ,ß _00’d(XA;v;M(?+i)).
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A relation similar to (27) also holds for the corresponding families with subscript 
0 .
By a cut-off function in this paper we understand any real-valued function 
со E Cq°(IR+) which is equal to 1 near r =  0. Let us choose cut-off functions 
üüq^ üüi and üü2 such that u)\ ≡ 1 on supp c^ o, c^ o ≡ 1 on supp <^2, and set
-  7- -Рм(у,г},\) '■= г ^о(г[?7, A])opM 2 (h)(y,r],\)wi(r[r},\]),
Рф(у,г],\) := r~ß( 1 -  w0(r[?7, A]))opr ( /) (y ,77, A)(l -  ш2(г[г), A])).
Here [rj, A] is any strictly positive C°° function in W+l which is equal to \rj, A| for
|r/, A| > С for some constant С > 0.
Moreover, for arbitrary cut-off functions a(r) and cr(r) we set
(29) P(y, r), A) := a(r){pM(y, rj, A) + рф(у, rj, А)}ст(г).
Set
-  7- -^л(р)(у,»|, A) := r ßu)0(r\r], A|)opM 2 (h0)(y,r], A)wi(r|r?, A|)
(30) +  r ^ ( l  -  w0(r|?7, A|))opr ( /O)(y,77, A)(l -  w2(r|r?, A|)).
Let us now introduce weighted Sobolev spaces on an infinite stretched cone 
with base TV, first for the case that TV is a closed compact C°° manifold. We use 
the fact that for every /i E M there exists a parameter-dependent elliptic operator 
family R^(A) E L^(TV; Ш1) which induces isomorphisms
R»(A) : H S(N ) ^ H S~»(N)
for every sE R , A e R 1. Let us apply this to I =  1.
By T~LS^ ( N A) for TVA := K+ x TV, 5 ,7  E R we denote the completion of
Cq°(Na ) with respect to the norm {(27ri)-1 / r  +i \\Rs(lmz)(Mu)(z)\\2L2 N^) oh} 2, 
n =  dim TV. We then define the space
/CS’7(TVA ) :=  {am  + ( l - w ) v : « G  U S^ { N A), v Е  # csone(TVA ) } .
Here H^one(N A) denotes the subspace of all ^ = ?У|дгл, E i/f0C(IRx TV), such that 
for every coordinate neighbourhood U on TV, every diffeomorphism x  : U U to 
an open set of S n, x (x ) =  ^  and every cp E Cq°(U) the function ip(x~1(x))( 1 — 
ct;(r))/y(r,x_1(2 )) belongs to the space iP(K.n+1) (where (г,ж) has the meaning 
of polar coordinates in K.n+1 \  {0}). The spaces /CS,7 (TVA) are independent of 
the specific choice of со. They are Hilbert spaces with natural scalar products
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which we choose for «s =  7  =  0 in such a way that /C0,0(7VA) = H°’°(NA) = 
r “ f L 2( I + X N ) with L2(K+ x  N ) referring to drdx.
For the case N  =  2X  for a compact C°° manifold X  with boundary we set
(31) JCS^ ( X A) := ∏ intXA : Ti E /CS’7 ((2X)A)}
with the quotient topology from /CS,7 (XA) = /Cs,7 ((2X)A)//Cs,7 (XA)o, where 
/CS,7 (XA)0 denotes the subspace of all w E A37 ((2X)A) which vanish on intXA. 
Let us finally define the Frechet space
S ] (N A) := ^ m ( r } - fc/Cfe’7+£- ( 1+fc)-1 (iVA)
ke N
for every weight 7  E M and £ > 0.
Analogous constructions are possible for the case of distributional sections in 
vector bundles, i.e., we have spaces of the kind
U S^ { N A, E), /CS’7 (TVA , E), S ] {N a , E),
E  E Vect(7VA), both for the case of closed compact C°° manifolds N  as well as 
for compact C°° manifolds N  with boundary.
Similarly, if В  is a compact manifold with conical singularities, first without 
boundary, and В its stretched manifold, cf. Section 1.4 below, for every J  E 
Vect(B) we have the weighted spaces
(32) 7^S,7 (B, J)
defined by ши E 'HS∏(N A, J), (1 — иi)u Е Д?отр(int В, J), where R+ x N  is the 
local model of В near ∂E =  N  and со a cut-off function on В which is supported in 
a collar neighbourhood of <9B and equal to 1 near <9B. For brevity we denoted by 
J  also the bundle associated with that in (32) as the pull back of J |да under the 
canonical projection R+ x N  —>► N. Analogously, if D is a compact manifold with 
conical singularities and boundary, ID its stretched manifold and 2IHhe stretched 
manifold associated with 2D, cf. Section 1.4 below, for every Е  E Vect(2ID) 
we have the spaces /HS,7 (2ID, E)  and %s^{ß)-,E)^  (the closed subspace of all 
w E H s^{2ID, E) supported by the ‘negative’ copy of ID in 2ID). Then we form
П ^ ( Ц Е )  := : u G П ^ ( 2 Ц Ё ) }
for E  := E |b (with В being the ‘positive’ copy of ID in 2ID) with the quotient 
topology of n s^ ( 2B, E ) / H S^ (B_ ,E )0.
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Theorem 1.15. The family of operators (29) is a symbol of the class 5^(0 x 
^ ; £ , £ )  for
(33) £  := K s^ ( X a ,E)  ©/C*’7-5 (∂X ,tf),
(34) £  := /Cs“^7_/t(XA, F)  © J)
/or every s > — as well as for
(35) £ := S ] ( X A, E ) ® S r h ∂ X , H ) ,
(36) £ := S] ~ß( X A,F)  © S ] ~ ^ ( ∂ X ,  J)  
for every £ > 0.
There are other important categories of operator-valued amplitude functions 
of the edge calculus, the so called smoothing Mellin symbols and the Green 
symbols. The smoothing Mellin symbols are of the form
(37) т(у,Г1, A) := г~^ш(г[г], A])op^ 2 (f)(y)u(r[i7, A]) 
for some cut-off functions и;,£> and a Mellin symbol
(38) f(y) € B~∞'A(X- V-Гп±1 _7)e)
for some £ > 0. These are elements of x W +l ;£ ,£ ) for the spaces (33),
(34), s > — as well as for (35), (36). Let us set
(39) aA(m)(y, rj, A) := г~^ш(г\7], А|)ор^ 2 (f)(y)ü(r\rj, A|).
Green symbols (of order /i E M and type 0) are defined as operator families
(40) g(y,rj,\) : £ Se, (y, rj, A) € Ü x Rq+l, 
for
£  := ] С ^ ( Х А, Е ) ф } С 3- ^ ^ - Ц ( д Х ) А, Н ) ® С п ,
S£ ■.= S]-Ll( X A, F ) < £ S r ^ ~ 1*((∂X)A, J ) ® C n'
for certain dimensions m, n∩! which refer to the number of additional conditions 
on the edge, with some £ > 0 that depends on g, such that
00(y,V, A) := diag(l, (77, X)K{v, x ))Q(y,V, A)diag(l, {q, A)“ 5 , (∏, A)“ 1)
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is an element of x W +l; £. Se) and g^fy, r/, A) (the pointwise formal adjoint) 
an element of (∩ x WI+l; £, <S=) for
S£ := S~'y( X A,E) ® S s 'y~^((∂X)a ,J) ©Cm
for every s > — ^ . A family of operators (40) is said to be a Green symbol of 
order fi E M and type d E N if it has the form
d
(41) 0 Ü/,??, A) =  0o(y, rj, A) + ^ ß j ( 3/,»7,A)diag(TJ, 0 , 0)
J = 1
for a differential operator T  similarly as in (12) (here operating in sections of the 
bundle E) and Green symbols £jj(y, r/, A) of order /i and type 0, j  =  1 , . . . ,  d.
An operator function (41) represents a 3x3 matrix of classical operator-valued 
symbols with a corresponding matrix of orders
∕  n H - l \
(42) // +  ± (л Ц -  \ \  .
\n + 1 Ц  + \ Ц. J
Let сгд(д)(у, r/, A) denote the matrix of homogeneous principal symbols.
Now the parameter-dependent amplitude functions of the edge pseudo-diffe- 
rential calculus of boundary value problems are defined as
(43) a(y, 17, A) = p(y, 7], A) + m(y, i], A) + g(y, rj, A)
for p(y, 77, A) =  m(y,7],X) = ^  with the corre-
sponding 2 x 2 upper left corners (29) and (37), respectively, and a Green symbol 
£j(y, r/, A) of order /i and type d.
Let us set
(44) ал ( а ) ( у , п Л ) ^ { а''{р){^ ' Х)^ {тПУ' ’,' Х) J) +  M rifo ,4, Л),
regarded as a family of operators
K S^ ( X A,E) K,s- ^ - ^ { X A,F)
0  ®
aA(a)(y,r], A) : { {∂X)A,H) -> /Cs-b^-|-^((0X)A, J),
0  ©
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(y, r/, A) E T*0 X K1 \  0, 5 > d  — We then have the homogeneity 
<гл(а)(у,0т],0\)
= ^ d ia g (4 n),^ ^ 4 n_1)’<5)crA(a)(y,??, A)diag(4n),^ ^ 4 n_1)’<5)~ 1
for all 5 £ M_|_; (к^и ) ( г ,х )  := 8^~u(Sr, x), ( 4 ” 1^ и)(г,ж') := S^v(Sr,x').
For crack problems we modify this for the case when X  is an interval I  
with two end points (this gives then corresponding 4 x 4  matrices because of the 
two components of the boundary). In addition in the final calculus below we 
consider the entries separately and allow them to have different orders, according 
to the ‘realistic’ boundary value problems for differential operators and their 
paramet rices.
Let TZ^d(∩ X W +l;w) for w  =  (E,F; H, J ; m ,m f) denote the space of all 
operator families (43). The weight 7  is given in connection with every element of 
that space. We employ this for the case X  — I, q — 0 (then also О disappears) 
and 1 = 1. Then we have the class 7 ^ ,d(IR; w).  There is a natural version of 
holomorphic families 7 ^ ,d(C; w)  studied in the author’s joint papers with Oliaro
[10] and De Donno [1]. The elements h(w) E 7\!/^(C; го) are characterised by 
holomorphy in w E С together with the property
h(S + i r)  E n ^ d(Rr\w)  
for every S E M, uniformly in compact ^-intervals.
1.4. Parameter-dependent cone boundary value problems
Let A be a C°° manifold with compact boundary <9A. Then A can be regarded 
as the stretched space of a manifold A  =  A/∂A  with conical singularity repre­
sented by ∂A =: X  collapsed to a point V. Then A is called the stretched manifold 
associated with A. Isomorphisms in the category of manifolds with conical singu­
larities can be defined via diffeomorphisms of the associated stretched manifolds 
as C°° manifolds with boundary.
Let us set
^sing ∙= <9A, Areg != A \  Aging ∙
Another equivalent definition of a manifold A  with conical singularity starts from 
a topological space A  with a chosen point v E A  such that A \  is a C°° 
manifold, and there is a neighbourhood V  of v in A with a homeomorphism 
cp : V  —)► (M+ X X)/({0}  X X)  =: X A for a closed compact manifold X, such that
(45) V\v \ {v} - ∙ V \ { v} ^ R + x X = : X a
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is a diffeomorphism. By attaching X  to K+ x X  we obtain R+ x X ; this al­
lows us to attach X  also to V \  which gives the stretched version Y of the 
neighbourhood V. Under a suitable restriction on the nature of transition maps 
X A —>► X A for different representations of V  we obtain the definition in an in­
variant way which gives us globally the stretched manifold A associated with 
A. Analogous definitions make sense for manifolds with more than one conical 
singularity; for simplicity we consider the case of one conical singularity. These 
definitions concern the case of a manifold A  with conical singularity and ‘without 
boundary’. Let us generalise this to the case with boundary.
A topological space D is called a manifold with conical singularity v E D and 
boundary if D \{ /y} is a C°° manifold with boundary, and there is a neighbourhood
V of V in D with a homeomorphism ip : V X A for a compact C°° manifold X  
with boundary, such that (45) is a diffeomorphism in the sense of C°° manifolds 
with boundary. Again under a natural condition for the transition maps for 
different choices of cp we can attach a copy of X  to D \  {?;} in an invariant way 
to obtain the stretched manifold ID associated with D.
There is a natural notion of doubling up D to a manifold A  := 2D with 
conical singularity and closed ∂A =  2X. We then set
losing := ^sing ∩ IDreg := ID \  IDging ∙
It follows that IDging is diffeomorphic to X, and IDreg is a C°° manifold with 
boundary. Moreover, В := <9IDreg U ∂ X  is the stretched manifold of the manifold 
В  =  ∂D with conical singularity v and without boundary.
Recall from [12], [13], or [6] that there are spaces C^’d(H;v) of pseudo­
differential boundary value problems of order /i and type d on ID which constitute 
the corresponding cone algebra on ID. Here v := (£7, F; H , J) is a tuple of smooth 
complex vector bundles E ,F  E Vect(ID), H, J  E Vect(B). The operators A  in the 
cone algebra are continuous between weighted Sobolev spaces
H 3'4(B,E) U s- ^ - ^ ( ^ F )
A :  0  0
for all s e R ,  s  >  d  — \ . The weight 7  E К  is given together with the operator A
(the weight belongs to weight data (7 ,7  —/i, $£) for a weight interval r∂£ =  (—£, 0],
£ = s(A) > 0, which defines strips
r TI “h 1 ^ _  7 1 + 1  ^
{ ^ e C :  — ------ ß — £ <  Rez <  — ------- ß }
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for ß =  7  and ß  =  7  — /i, referring to the involved smoothing Mellin and Green 
operators, cf. Section 3.2 below, and n =  dimX .
In this paper we need a parameter-dependent calculus of such cone operators. 
The notion of parameter-dependence in this case is not so straightforward as for 
pseudo-differential operators on smooth manifolds. On manifolds with conical 
singularities without boundary the parameter-dependent calculus was introduced 
in [18] in connection with operators on manifolds with corners. This was later 
on applied by Gil [4] for studying heat trace expansions for cone operators. The 
specific aspect in the parameter-dependent cone theory is that the parameter 
plays the role of an edge covariable of a corresponding edge calculus. For the 
infinite (stretched) cone X A with a base X  with boundary such edge amplitude 
functions have the form (43), see also the author’s joint papers with Oliaro [10], 
De Donno [1], and Krainer [8].
For the applications to the corner theory which is also the point in the present 
theory we have to pass to block matrices with extra finite-dimensional entries. In 
other words, instead of v =  (E, F ; H , J) we consider
w  := (E, F ; H , J; m, rri )
for any m, n∩! E N.
The space C^,d(ID; w ; Ш1) of pseudo-differential boundary value problems of 
order /i and type d on ID, with parameters А Е К.г, is defined to be the set of all 
operator families of the form
Н 8'Ч(ЦЕ) n s~ ^ ~ ^ m F )
0 0
A( \ )  +  C(X) : ? ^ - ^ - ! ( В , Я )
0 0
C m  C m'
such that, if we write Д(А) =  (Aij(\))i j = 1,2 ,35 we have the following properties:
(i) A n ( \ )  restricted to int IDreg belongs to ^ ( i n t  ID re g ; Мг),
(ii) (Aij(X))ij=i^ restricted to IDreg belongs to £>^ ,d(]∏)Yeg;v;Rl);
(iii) A(X) restricted to a neighbourhood of IDgi∏g belongs to the space 
n ^ d(Rlx ;w);
(iv) C(A) is a Schwartz function in A E rf with values in C_00,d(ID; w).
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The latter space for d = 0 is defined to be the set of all operators
W '1 (D, E) y∞a-n+e F)
0 0
С : -> n ∞^-^-^+£(M,J)
0 0
C71 C"1'
for some e =  e(C) > 0 , continuous for all s, s' £ R, s > — such that the 
formal adjoint (referring to the scalar products in the corresponding spaces for 
s =  s' =  7  =  0) satisfy an analogous condition with the corresponding opposite 
weights. The space C_00’d(ID); ir) for arbitrary d £ I I is defined to be the set of 
all sums
d
С = Co + ∑  Cjdiag(TJ , 0,0)
3 =  1
for arbitrary Cj E C_oo,0(ID; w), j  =  0 , . . . ,  d, and a differential operator T  of first 
order which differentiates transversally to the boundary.
The parameter-dependent principal symbolic structure of elements 
A  E C^’d(ID; w ; Ш1) consists of triples
a (A) = (cr^(A),cr∂(A),crA(A))
with the interior principal symbol cr^(A) := cr^(An) in the sense of
L ^ in tB reg S ^ F ;» 1),
the boundary symbol aß(A) := 0∂{{Aij)ij=1,2) in the sense of £>^ ,d(IDreg; -y; )
and the ‘edge’ symbol crA(A) which is locally given by (44) (only depending on 
A; the variables (y, 77) do not occur in this case).
2. Corner boundary value problem s
2.1. Corner Sobolev spaces
We now introduce corner Sobolev spaces with double weights in the two axial 
directions r E K+ and t E K+. Let H  be a Hilbert space which is endowed with 
a strongly continuous group of isomorphisms k,\ : H  —>► H, A E M+, such that 
кAA' — ^A^ A' f°r all m this case we say that {/^a}agm+ is a group
action on H.
Recall from Definition 1.1 that the space W S(W ,H)  is the completion of 
S (W ,H )  with respect to the norm |  f  \\(r])sn^u(f])\\2Hdr]'  ^2. More generally, if
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H  is a Frechet space, written as a projective limit of Hilbert spaces ÜP, j  e N, 
with continuous embeddings üP+1 ^  W  for all j, such that a group action 
{/^А}лем+ 5 first given on the space i?°, restricts to a group action on W  for every 
j, we say that {/^л}лем+ is a group action on H. Then we define W S(W ,H)  as 
the projective limit of the spaces W s , W ) over j  E N.
This construction will be applied, in particular, to H  = /CS,7 (7VA) for some 
compact C°° manifold N  (with or without boundary), where the group action is
71 1
defined by (к\и)(г,х) =  u(Ar,x), A E K+; n =  dim TV. The resulting spaces
are called weighted edge Sobolev spaces. Spaces of this kind can also be globally 
defined on a manifold W  with edge Y, locally near points of Y modelled on 
wedges N A x O, where у E ft С  W  are local coordinates on Y and N A = 
(M+ X 7V)/({0} X N ). We shall work with the stretched manifold W of W  which 
is obtained from W  \  Y  by attaching the base manifold N  over points of Y 
such that W is locally near the singular subset Wsing of the form R+ x N  while 
W \  Wging =: Wreg is diffeomorphic to the manifold W  \  Y  (as smooth manifolds 
with boundary in the case of N  with boundary).
Abstract corner Sobolev spaces VS,^ (K+ x ШЯ,Н)  of smoothness s E K  and 
corner weight 5 E M (first for a Hilbert space H  with group action) are defined 
as the completion of Cq^ I ^  x W ,H )  with respect to the norm
with Mt-+W being the Mellin transform in the corner axis variable t E K+ and 
w E С the corresponding covariable, Fy^  the Fourier transform in у E W . The 
number m  E N is an information which is given together with the space H] in
on Y and the invariance of the local definition under transition diffeomorphisms. 
Finally, if W is a compact (stretched) manifold with edge Y we form the spaces
(46) Ws’7 (iYA X M'3') := Ws(K9 ,/Cs’7 (iVA))
r ^ - 5 J*q
∕ (w, v)2s ll«(J,4) (Mt^ wFy^ vu)(w, Г]) III
the case H  =  JCS'1 (NA) we set m  =  n +  1 for n =  dimiV. Corner spaces of that 
kind have been introduced in [18], see also [17].
In analogy of (46) we form the spaces
Vs'5(R+. X M9 ,/Cs’7 (iVA))
and the corresponding global variants VS’5(K-|_ x Y; /Cs,7 (iVA)) by using charts
(47) Vs’(7’5)(Wa ) := {iov + xh  : v G Vs’5(M+ x У, /CS’7 (ATA)), h G U S’5(M A)},
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where M  denotes the double of W which is a smooth compact manifold (with 
boundary if so is the base N  of the local model cone for W); moreover, uj is a 
cut-off function on W (i.e., C°° and supported in a neighbourhood of Wsing and 
equal to 1 near Wsing), and % = 1 — uj.
Note, in particular, that the construction of spaces of the kind (47) also works 
for a (stretched) manifold ID with conical singularities and boundary, i.e., there are 
also the spaces VS,(7,(^ (IDA). In the applications below we employ generalisations 
of these spaces to distributional sections of vector bundles.
2.2. Operators in the model corner near singular crack points
The next step of the construction of the crack operator calculus is to build up 
the corresponding operator-valued amplitude functions near the singular point v 
of the crack boundary ∂S.
First we have the space £>^ ,d(/; v ; Ш1) of parameter-dependent boundary value 
problems on an interval I  =  [0, 27г], with parameter A G I 1. These operator 
families form the raw material of the operator-valued amplitude functions near 
the smooth part of the crack boundary, cf. [6]. They give us local descriptions of 
the crack operators represented by the given problem with two-sided boundary 
conditions and additional conditions of trace and potential type along the smooth 
crack boundary. In a neighbourhood of the conical point of the crack boundary 
we apply the corner calculus of boundary value problems which is a version of 
the theory from [18] for the case of boundary value problems instead of a ‘closed’ 
corner manifold. Here, for simplicity, we assume that our crack configuration 
is of dimension 3, i.e., the crack boundary is of dimension 1. By introducing 
suitable local coordinates we may assume that S  locally near the conical point v 
is represented by a two-dimensional cone in R3 of the form
(48) {x E M3 : X =  0 or x/\x\ E Z}
where Z is a (closed) smooth curve on S 2 of finite length, with two end points 
and i\ and without self-intersection.
The sphere S 2 with the embedded curve Z can be interpreted as a two- 
dimensional crack situation, where on the crack Z  we impose boundary conditions 
from both sides which satisfy the Shapiro-Lopatinskij conditions with respect to 
an elliptic operator given on S 2. The calculus of elliptic boundary value problems 
on S 2\ Z  with such conditions is a special case of the calculus of boundary value 
problems on a manifold with conical singularities and boundary. The conical 
singularities here are the points and ^i, the boundary consists of two copies
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Z± of Z  (where the respective points i& from the =L sides are identified) and the 
local model of the configuration near i& is (M+ x [0, 27г])/({0} x [0, 27г]), к — 0,1.
Let *S2rack denote the configuration consisting of (S 2 \  intZ) U intZ_ U intZ+ 
where the two sides of intZ are distinguished as different parts of the correspond­
ing boundary which has the conical points lo^i∙  For a general (stretched) mani­
fold ID with conical singularities and boundary we have the parameter-dependent 
calculus of operators of the space C^,d(ID; w ; Мд), the cone algebra of boundary 
value problems on ID, with the parameter A. Here w  := (E, F; H, J;m ,m ')  are 
bundle data in the corresponding operators, i.e., E ,F  E Vect(ID), f f , J E  Vect(B) 
where В is the stretched manifold belonging to the boundary of ID.
We can specify this to ID := *S2rack with and L\ as conical points and therefore 
have C^,d(*S2rack; w; Ш1). We will only need the cases I =  0 or I =  1. The bundle 
data w  are as follows. Let Z denote the configuration which consists of two copies
and of the curve Z  where the respective end points are identified. Then 
we set w  =  (E,F; H, J ; m ,m r) for E ,F  E Vect(*S2rack), i/, J  E Vect(Zreg) (for 
Zreg = intZ_ U intZ+). The set Zreg consists of two connected components; so 
the elements H  and J  consist of pairs of bundles (which are of course trivial 
in this case), namely H± and J±, the restrictions of H  and J, respectively, to 
intZ±. The stretched cone ZA = K+ x Z contains two border lines I A := K+ UIR+ 
(disjoint union belonging to the end points and L\.)
Let C^,d(£crack; w; C) be the space of all h(w) Е Д(С, C^’d (*52гаск; w)) such 
that
h{8 +  i t ) €  CßA{S2crack; w ;  R ^ )
for every i  E 1, uniformly in 6 E [c,,c∏] for every d  < c∏. We also write 
C^d(S^rajck]W]Ts) for the space of all f(w)  E C^d(S2T∂iCk;w; K^) if (r, A) for т = 
Im w plays the role of the parameter.
Theorem 2.1. For every f ( w ) E C^ ,d(*S2rack; w; Tj) there exists an element
h ( w ) E C ^ d(S2ciack;w;C)
such that
h(S + i r ) = f(S + ir) mod C_00,d( ^ rack; to; I^:).
Applying the construction of (47) to W = *S2rack (modified for distributional 
sections of a vector bundle E  on (*S2rack)A) we obtain the spaces
W^ }((Sc2rac к)л,я).
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P roposition  2.2. Given an element f(w)  G Cß,d(S^rack; w; Г ^ )  the opera­
tor opj^5(/) induces continuous maps
Vs^ sH(S2CTack) \ E )  Vs- ^ - ^ ( ( S l &ck) \ F )
© ©
(49) op]^s(f) : ->■ Ve-'*_ 5∙(T,-i-/*.«-i-/*)(ZA,J)
© ©
n s-l,S-l(jA^ Cm) 'j_£s—l—ß,ö—l—ß(J[A^ cm' )
for every real s > d — \ .
Similarly as the spaces of smoothing Mellin symbols (38) in the cone algebra 
of boundary value problems we need smoothing Mellin symbols in the corner 
operator algebra on (S2rack)A with a control of weights in a prescribed £-strip 
around a given weight line Г^. Let
(50) c - ∞’d(sc2rack;™ ;i>)£ 
for some £ > 0 denote the space of all
f(w)  G A({ß -  s < Rew < /?  + £}, C“ 00’d(S'c2rack; to))
such that
/(<5 + ir) G C_00,d(S'2rack;:w:
for every 5 E {ß — e , ß  +  e),  and uniformly in 5 for every compact subinterval.
A Green operator Q in the corner algebra on (S2rack)A belonging to the weight 
data ((7 , (5); (7 — fi, 5 — /i)) of type 0 is an operator which is continuous as
VS’(7’5)((^ c2rack Л Я )  V∞’(7- ^ ’^ + £)((5c2rack)A,F)
0 0
g : Vs'>('r-bs-^ ) (ZA,H)  ->• v 00,(7- b ' i+£>i - f - ' 1+£)(Z A,J )
0 0
f t  s",<5-1 (jA C m ) ftoo .tf- l-A t+e(jA  ц-W  )
for all s, s', s" G M, 5 > -± ,  and for some e =  e{Q) > 0 , such that the formal ad­
joint £/* has analogous mapping properties. Here the formal adjoint refers to the
scalar products in the spaces V0^0,0 (^(*S2rack)A, ∙)0 VO,^ 2  “ 2)(ZA, •)0 /Ho,_1(IA, •). 
A Green operator on (S2rack)A of type d E N is an operator of the form
d
£ = £o +  ∑ £jd iagC P ,0 ,0)
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for arbitrary Green operators Gj on (S2rack)A of type 0 in the former sense and 
a differential operator T  of first order which differentiates transversally to the 
boundary components (intZ±)A.
Let us interpret for the moment (S2rack)A = K+ x *S2rack as a cylinder Ccrack 
without any special attention for t —>► 0. This cylinder is then a crack configura­
tion with a crack В := K+ x Z with smooth boundary J consisting of two copies of 
K+ (although not compact). The crack theory from [6 , Chapter 5] then gives rise 
to a corresponding crack operator algebra constituted by spaces С^^(Сстж^  w) 
of continuous operators
WcS^ „p(Ccrack, E) F)
© ©
•A : W co'ip7_ l (B, H) J).
© ©
tfcSo m p ( J , C - )  С У )
The ‘comp’ and cloc’ notation in the W s,7-spaces admits elements to have their 
support cup to’ the edge and the boundary, however, only for corresponding 
compact sets.
The corner algebra on (S2rack)A is the union of all spaces C^,d((*S2rack)A; w) 
over /i E Z, d E N, defined as follows: C^,d((*S2rack)A; w) is the subspace of all 
operators
A  G C/A,d(C'crack; w), 
such that for arbitrary cut-off functions cu(t),ä(t), we have
(51) ujACü =  ur~^o\>5M l (h)Cü +  üür~^opö]^ 1(f)üü +  Q
for certain elements
h(t,w) G C∞(M+, ^ ’d(5c2rack; t « ; q ) , / M  G C-°°’d(5 c2rack; to ;r i_ ,)£
and a Green operator Q in the abovementioned sense, for some £ = e(A) > 0 . 
The principal symbolic hierarchy of elements
^ = ( ^ ) v = 1 ,2)3G ^ d((5 2rack)A;«;)
consists of tuples
cr(A) = (а1р(А),ад(А),(тл (А),ас(А)).
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Here сгф(Л) = сггф(Лц) is the principal symbol of Л и  as a classical (cor­
ner degenerate) pseudo-differential operator of order ц. Moreover, crg(A) = 
&∂((Aij)ij=i,2) is the principal boundary symbol of the 2 x 2 upper left cor­
ner of A; it refers to the two-sided boundary conditions on K+ x intZ±; thus 
(Tß(A) consists of two components ctq^±(A) belonging to the corresponding =L 
sides. In the general definition of the space C^,d((*S2rack)A; w) we have assumed, 
for convenience, that the orders of these conditions are the same on both sides. 
In the examples of Section 3.1 below we admit independent orders. Furthermore, 
сгд (A) is the principal edge symbol, expressed in the sense of edge boundary value 
problems of the class С ^ ( С сrack; w ), belonging to the edges K+ x {£&}, к = 0,1. 
Finally, crc(A) is the corner conormal symbol of the operator Д, cf. also [8].
The components сгф(А) and crß(A) are as usual in the calculus of boundary 
value problems, see also Section 3.1 below. The principal edge symbol consists of 
a pair of families of operators crA(A) =  (сгд5о(Л), сглд(Д)) with crA^(A)  belonging 
to K+ X {ik}, к = 0,1,  which are of the form
/CS’7 (R2 \K+,£7)
0
JC * - ^ - ! ( ^ , Я _ )
(52) aAik(A)(t,T) : 0
/ с * - ^ - ^ ( 1^ , я +)
0 
C m
s > d — i ,  (£, t ) E M+ X  (M \  {0}).
Here, in abuse of notation, we wrote the bundles E , F, etc., also in the A37- 
spaces, although these bundles are suitable restrictions of the original ones, com­
bined with pull backs to infinite cylinders; the subscripts c=b’ at H  and J  indicate 
the cdz sides’ of the boundary of the infinite cone R2 \M+ (consisting of two copies 
of K+ belonging in R2 \  K+ to the angles 0 and 2n in polar coordinates).
Let us point out once again that K+ x {i are the two edges starting from the 
corner point, while K+ in the spaces in the formula (52) represents the intersection 
of the crack with the two-dimensional normal plane to K+ x {tk}∙
The corner conormal symbol of the operator A  is defined as the operator 
family
ac(A)(w) := h{0 , w) + f(w)  
with the Mellin symbols contained in (51), and w running on the weight line
\M+,F)
®
©
£ e-b/*>T'-bA*(Rf , J +)
0
<rW
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Г з_ö Э w (see also the explanations in Section 3.1 below),
K s'4 S L c  к>Я) n s- ^ { S l ^ F )
0 0
<jc(A)(w) : Ч 8- ^ - \ ( Ъ , Н )  ->
0 0
C 2 m C 2 m'
s >  d — Again the notation with the bundles is to be interpreted in the right 
way in terms of restrictions of the originally given bundles. The weighted Sobolev 
spaces /^ s_7 (5'crack’ ’) ancl (Z, •) refer to the interpretation of *S2rack as
a manifold with conical singularities 1^} with boundary and Z (consisting of 
two copies of Z  that are pasted together at and ^i) as a one-dimensional 
manifold with conical singularities ^ i}∙
An element A  E C^,d((*S2rack)A; w) is called elliptic, if all components of <j(A) 
are bijective; for crA(A) that means bijectivity in the representation of (52) in the 
form crAik(A)(t,r) =  where сгд5&(£, т) is bijective for т ^  0 up
to t =  0 .
2.3. The crack operator algebra
By the crack operator algebra we understand a calculus of (pseudo-differential) 
boundary value problems which contains the original crack problems with two- 
sided boundary conditions together with the parametrices in the elliptic case. The 
typical novelty here compared with [6] is the corner geometry near the singular 
points of the crack boundary.
Let us denote by Mcrack the crack configuration described in Section 1.1. 
That means M crack is equal to (G \  int*S) U intS- U int*S+ which is a space with 
singularities, the boundary ∂G and the crack § which is defined by two copies S± 
of S  where the boundaries ∂S± are identified. Then int§ = int*S_ U intS'+∙ The 
space Mcrack \  ∂S  is a C°° manifold with boundary ∂G U int*S_ U intS'+∙ Thus on 
Л^ сгаск \  ∂S  we have the calculus of boundary value problems of the class
Bß’d(Mcr&ck\dS-,c)
of order fi and type d, с := (E, F; H, J; К, L) for E, F  E Vect(G), i/, J  E 
Vect(S),K, L E Vect(∂G). The elements Amt of that space represent continu­
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ous operators
H°omp( G \ S , E )  H ° - / ( G \ S , F )
0  0
A n t :  tfco_Jp (in t§ ,tf )  ^ ^ S07 ^ ( i n t § ,J )
0  ©
HcöX(∂G,K ) К - ^~ß(dG,L)
for all s > d — The principal symbolic hierarchy of these operators consists of 
tuples
(53) (^vAint) =  (^^(^int)? ^^(^int)?  &∂ 1
where cr^(∙) denotes the usual interior symbol, cr^ 5§(∙) the pair of boundary sym­
bols on the =L-sides of int§, and <J∂,∂g (') the boundary symbol on the boundary 
∂G of the domain. The picture is analogous to (16); the only difference here is 
that the boundary symbols split into components according to the parts S± and 
∂G of the boundary. The ellipticity of an operator Ai∏t E ^ ’d(Mcrack \  ∂ S ; c) is 
determined by the bijectivity of the components of (53).
Furthermore, if v E S  denotes the conical point of the crack, the space Mcrack\ 
{г’} is a manifold with ‘smooth’ crack S \  {?;} in the sense of [6 , Chapter 5]. 
This gives rise to the corresponding crack algebra C^,d(Mcrack \  {^};b) for b := 
(E, F; H, J; K, L; M, M'). The elements A reg in this calculus represent continuous 
operators
n S P(Mcrack \  {v}, E) W ° - ^ ~ ß{Mcrack \  {v}, F)
© ©
W co'ip7'^  (§reg, H) J)
v4reg ∙ ® —У ®
H SC;X ( ∂ G ,K )  H sl0~^~ß(dG,L)
Ф ®
H ^ P(∂S \  {«}, M) H ^ ( ∂ S  \  ∏ ,  M>)
for s > d — \  and a chosen weight 7 E I  which is given and fixed in connection 
with the operator.
The principal symbolic hierarchy of the operators A reg consists of tuples
(54) ^(^-reg) = {^^{Areg)^ ^∂jg^^reg)? &∂,∂G(Areg) 5 ^A (Л-reg)) ∙
The meaning of the first three components is similar to (52). In the global 
situation we do not make a difference between the edge symbols for different
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components of crA(∙), so we do not have an extra index к as in (52). The ellipticity 
of an operator A reg E С^^(Мстдь<± \  {v};b) is defined as the bijectivity of all 
components of (54) in the same sense as in [6].
The space Mcrack is a manifold with corner {?;} and boundary, locally near
V modelled on (*S2rack)A, locally far from on a manifold with edge ∂S \  
{г’} and boundary, and locally far from ∂S  modelled on a C°° manifold with 
boundary. We then have the weighted corner spaces Vs’^ 7’^  (Mcrack, E) given 
by ) \ E )  near v, moreover, locally far from {?;} by the space
УЦос (Mcrack \  {//>}. E) and locally far from ∂S  by H(oc(G \ S ,E ) .
The crack operator space CM,d(Mcrack; b) on Mcrack of order //, and type d and 
with bundle data
b =  (E, F; Я, J ;K ,L ;M ,M ')  
on Mcrack is defined to be the set of all operators
VS’W) (Mcrack, E) (Mcrack, F)
0 0
(55) A  +  С : 0 —У 0 ,
H S~^(∂G,K) H s~^~ß(dG,L)
0 0
n s - l , S - l  (∂ s  ^щ
continuous for s > d " 5  such that if we write A  =  (^ij)i,j=i,...,4 the operator 
(Aij)i,j=1 ,2,3  restricts far from ∂S  to an element Ai∏t in £>^ ,d(Mcrack \  ∂S;c), 
moreover A  restricts far from the point v E ∂S  to an element A Teg in C^,d(Mcrack\ 
{?;}; b), and (*Aij)i,j=i,2,4 localised near v defines a corner boundary value problem
VS’(7’5) (( с^2Гаск)Л^ )  ((S2crackr , F )
0 0
Aomer : Vs-^^ -^s~^{ZA,H) -»• Ve-b/*.(T'-b^ -5-A*)(ZA, J)
0 0
щ  4 S- M /J
belonging to the space C^,d((*S2rack)A; w) in the sense of Section 2 .2 ;
w  =  (E, F;H,J;  M, M'). These operators are continuous for all s > d —
Finally, С is a smoothing operator of type d, which means the following. The 
operator С is a sum
d
C = Co + ∑  Cjdidg(Tj , 0,0,0)
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where T  is a first order differential operator in G which differentiates transversally 
to ∂G as well as to S  (cf., similarly, the formula (12)), and the operators Cj, 
j  =  0 , . . . ,  d, are smoothing and of type 0. The latter property of an operator С 
means the continuity of the map
( M crack, E) yoo^ö-ß+e^-ß+e) ( M cracb F )
0 0
у s',(7 - ! .< * - £ ) ( § 5 Я )  -fi+s,S-5-ß+e) ( § ? j )
(56) С : 0  -> ©
H s" (∂G, K) H°°(∂G, L)
0 0
U 8'"'0- l {∂S,M) H ∞ ^ - ^ i ∂ S i M ' )
for all s, s', s", s,n E M, s > — \  and some e =  e(C) > 0 and a similar condition 
for the formal adjoint of С (referring to the scalar products in the corresponding 
spaces for s = sr = s" = s’" =  0 and S = 7  =  0).
The principal symbolic hierarchy of operators A  E C^,d(Mcrack; b) consists of 
tuples (5) with a∂(A) =  (а^§(Л), (?∂,∂g(A)).
Recall that the domain G is assumed to be bounded. Then
A  e  ^ ’d(Mcrack; b), A  e CA’d(Mcrack; b)
implies A A  € C^+^,max^ +d’ ^(Mcrack; Ь о b). provided that the weights in the 
image of A  fit to those in the domain of A. Here b = (E, E ; H ,H ; K ,K ;  M, M) 
and bob = (E, F; H , J; K, L; M, M'), and we have
сг(ЛЛ) = <j (A)<j (A)
with componentwise composition, with the rule (ac(A)crc(A))(w) := ac(A)(w + 
Ji)ac{A)(w).
2.4. Ellipticity and regularity of solutions
We now turn to ellipticity with extra conditions along the crack boundary and 
to the regularity of solutions in weighted corner Sobolev spaces.
Let
b := (E, F; Я, J; К, Ц  M, M'), с := (E, F; Я, J; K, L) ,w  := (E, F; Я, J; M, M'). 
Definition 2.3. Лп operator A  E C^,d(Mcrack; b), is called elliptic if
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(i) Ai∏t is elliptic in 23^ ,d(Mcrack \  ∂S \c)y
(ii) A e g  is elliptic in CM,d(Mcrack \  {v};b),
(iii) A o rn e r  is elliptic in CJ‘<d((S2r&ck)A;w).
Remark 2.4. Note that (ii) in Definition 2.3 depends on the chosen weight
7  E К and the fibre dimensions 771(7 ) and rri'i'y) of the bundles M  = M (7 ) and 
M f =  M '(7 ) may depend on 7 . In fact, the cone conormal symbol сгм&л(Агеё)(г) 
is required to be bijective on the weight line Ti_ 7 in the z-plane; the dimension of 
the base of the model cone (which is an interval) is equal to 1. Analogously, the 
condition (iii) in Definition 2.3 depends on the weight 5 E M, because the corner 
conormal symbol ac(A)(w) =  сгс(ДСогпег)(^) has to be bijective on the weight line 
Гз_£ in the w-plane; the dimension of the corner base S^rack is equal to 2 .
In the following theorem we set v+ = max(z ,^ 0) for some real z/, and 
b~l := (F, F; J, H∙ L, K\ M ', M), 
bi := (E, F; Я, Я; if, K; M, M), br := (F, F; J, J; L, L; M ', M').
Theorem 2.5. Лп elliptic operator A  E C^ ,d(Mcrack; b) /ms a parametrix V  E 
(Mcrack; b-1) m йе sense that Ci := 1 —V A  and Cr := T —A V  belong to 
C-∞,d*(Mcrack; üj) and (Mcrack; br), respectively; here d/ = max(/i, d), dr =
(d — /i) + . Moreover, an elliptic operator A  E C^ ,d(Mcrack; b) defines a Fredholm 
operator
V e-W ) (M crack, E) Vs-ß,b-ßJ-ß) (M crack, F)
0 0
(57) Д : ® —У ®
H S~^(∂G, K) H s~^~ß(dG, L)
0 0
П 8- 1,0- 1 (д з  ^Щ  4 s- l - ^ 5~l-»(∂S, M f)
for every s > max(/i, d) — \.
Corollary 2.6. Let А  Е С^ ,(1(м с1.аск; b) be an elliptic operator. Then A u  = ∕  
with f  being in the space on the right of (57) and и in the space on the left for
some r > max(/i, d) — \  in place of s entails that и belongs to the space on the
left of (57).
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3. E xam ples and R em arks
3.1. Examples
We now specify our results on general pseudo-differential crack problems for the 
case of differential operators with differential boundary and crack conditions.
Let A be an elliptic differential operator of order /i,
A : H S(G,E) H s-v(G,F)
for vector bundles E ,F  E Vect(G). Then A  also induces continuous operators
A : Vs’^ ( M crack,E) ->■ Vs- ^ - ^ s-ri(Mcrack,F)
for every 5, 7 , J E M (as before we employ the same notation for bundles over 
different spaces when they are linked to each other in a natural way; in the case 
of the Lame system we simply have a 3 x 3 system, i.e., the bundles are trivial 
and of fibre dimension 3). Moreover, consider vectors of trace conditions
= (Т±,г)г=1,...,/, -^ ±,г =
with differential operators of order /i±5i, in a neighbourhood of S', mapping 
(distributional) sections of E  to sections in bundles J±j  (in that neighbourhood). 
Then, setting J±j  =  J±j\mts± we obtain continuous operators
T±,i : Vs^ ' SHMcrack,E) ->
for all s > тах{/1± Д ^  : г =  1 , . . . ,  /}. We assume that the operators (Т±^)г= 
satisfy the Shapiro-Lopatinskij condition on S± (uniformly up to ∂S  from the re­
spective sides). Moreover, let T  be a vector of boundary conditions on ∂ S , also 
satisfying the Shapiro-Lopatinskij condition with respect to A. For convenience, 
after a (pseudo-differential) reduction of orders we assume that T  induces con­
tinuous operators
T  : H S(G,E ) H 8-*-i*(∂G,L)
for /i = ord A, s > fi +  for some L E Vect(∂G). From the definition of the 
spaces (Mcrack, E ) (which are equal to H S(G, E) in a neigbourhood of ∂G)
it follows that T  also induces continuous operators
T  : Vs^ 5\ M crack,E)  ->• H S~ ^ ( ∂ G , L )
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for s > /i + In other words the operator A together with the boundary 
conditions gives rise to a continuous operator
Vs-M7-ß,t-ß)(Mcrack,F)
0
0  ∙=1 Vs- £-/*+.<>(7-1 -/*+.< i -/*+.<) (5+, j +4)
(58) Ai  : Vs’(J’6\ M CTa£k,E)  -s∙ ©
©
H s-^-^{∂G ,L)
for every s > + ry, //, + Compared with the 3 x 3  upper left corners
of operators (55) in the present case of differential operators we do not need 
potential operators. Recall that in (55) we have assumed unified orders /i (except 
for the shift by ^) also in the boundary operators belonging to S± (therefore, it 
was adequate to represent U S -  by §).
The corner pseudo-differential calculus on S± also contains elliptic reductions 
of orders. In particular, there are isomorphisms
(59) у*-Ь^±.ь(7-!-/*±,г,й-!-#*±.0(5±) J ±)j)
ys-
within the corner algebra on S±.
By composing (58) from the left by a corresponding diagonal matrix of order 
reductions (59) we can pass to the situation of (51). The construction of such 
isomorphisms is voluminous.
Therefore, it is preferable to avoid such reductions of orders in the concrete 
examples and to slightly modify the general calculus for the case of different orders 
in the trace (and also potential) operators. In other words we tacitly employ the 
crack calculus of Sections 2.3 and 2.4 in a version of different orders as they are 
generated in (58).
Under the ellipticity assumptions on the operators A  and T±, T  the operator 
(58) satisfies the condition (i) of Definition 2.3. For (ii) we have to impose 
additional conditions of trace and potential type along ∂S  (it may happen that 
only trace or only potential conditions are necessary, or no conditions at all). 
The existence of such extra conditions is not always guaranteed. The crack 
boundary plays the role of an edge, and there is a topological obstruction for the 
existence of edge conditions, cf. [20]. In the present case the edge ∂S  has conical
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singularities. However in this situation the condition is very similar; the only 
modification is that we have to replace locally near t =  0 the edge covariable r  
by tr  (t E K+ is the corner axis variable in the notation of Section 2.2 with the 
dual variable r). From now on we assume that the abovementioned topological 
obstruction vanishes for the operator (58) in consideration which is the case in 
the examples below. Then, according to a variant of a result of [20] for boundary 
value problems, similarly as (51) there exists an operator
V*-A‘.(7-M-A*)(Mcrack, JF)
(А  Г \  V s’( ^ ) ( M crack,£ )  ©
(60) Д = (  1 ) :  © -► H S~^-»(∂G,L)
n s~ i-**>*-i-**(0S, M')
for
v .s-n,b- M ^ -M )(M crack, F )
0
v s~ ^ - ß’s~ß) (Mciack, F) := $ J =1F - r ( ‘w h - r c + , i - i - r ( ‘w )(S+, j +>i)
0
for a suitable choice of the weight S such that Д belongs to the crack calculus 
and satisfies the condition (ii) of Definition 2.3 for all weights 5 outside some 
discrete set of reals. The explanation for the latter effect is a follows. First we 
can generate the extra crack boundary conditions near the conical singularity
V E ∂S  on the level of operator-valued Mellin amplitude functions with ellipticity 
referring to the edge symbolic component сгл. Then, by applying a kernel cut-off 
argument to the Mellin symbols we can pass to holomorphic amplitude functions 
in the complex covariable w. This has the consequence that the ellipticity of the 
crack conditions holds for all weights 5 outside a discrete set, since the associated 
conormal symbol is a holomorphic family of Fredholm operators between spaces 
on *S2rack and takes values in isomorphisms outside some discrete set. This allows 
us to apply the corresponding modification of Theorem 2.5 to the operator (60), 
i.e., we obtain that (60) is a Fredholm operator and has a parametrix in our crack 
operator calculus.
Let us now have a look at the example (3) for the Laplace operator in 3 
dimensions, with Dirichlet conditions T_ and Neumann conditions T+ on the 
respective sides of S. In contrast to the unified choice of orders of the operator 
on ∂G , cf. the formula (60), we will take the order as in (3).
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Theorem 3.1. For every 7  0 \(Ъ  + there exists а discrete set D1  С M 
swc/a that for every S Е Ш \  D7 йе  operator (3) can 6e completed to an elliptic 
operator (4) in the corner algebra which defines a Fredholm operator for every 
s > and there is a parametrix of (4) in the corner algebra.
The existence of а parametrix is a special case of Theorem 2.5 (up to the 
trivial modification of orders on ∂G). The construction of extra edge conditions 
on ∂ S \  in abstract terms is nothing other than a corresponding construction 
of the edge calculus; this is possible, provided that the abovementioned topolog­
ical obstruction vanishes. This is true in the present problem. In fact, from the 
point of view of the index of Fredholm families the crack situation with Dirich- 
let/Neumann conditions is homotopy equivalent to the Zaremba problem as is 
treated in [2].
To see this we compare the present operator family represented by the prin­
cipal edge symbol
£«-2,71 -2 (R2
0
(61) aA(Ai)(t,T) : /CS’71(M2 \ Ж + )  -»• /С8- ^ 1" ^ ^ )
®
for some weight 71 £ M with the corresponding principal edge symbol belonging 
to the Zaremba problem
fcs-2,70—2(M^  \  {o}) 
0
(62) <7Л(Л))(*,т) : JCs^ ( R 2+ \  {0}) ^  )
0
/ C s - | , t o - | ( M + )
for another weight 70 6  K, cf. [2 , formula (47), where the half-axis for the 
Dirichlet side was denoted by M_]. It follows that there is a homotopy through 
Fredholm families
}Cs~2^ - 2(K r)
0
(63) <тл(А )(*,т) : K-S,lT{Kr) ->• (R+)
0
/Cs- f ’> - f ( M + )
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when we choose a weight
1 1 3
7o 0 Ъ +  7o G („ — k, -  — k)
for some к G Z and set
(64)
(the notation in the formula (64) means that the end points of the interval are mul­
tiplied by (1 + r ) -1); here K r := {(^i, Ж2) E M2 \  {0} : (xi, Ж2) = 1жъ ж2 |ег(/\  0 <
Ф < фг •= (1 + г)7г}.
For г = 1 we distinguish the angles 0 and 27t such that /Cs,7 (Ki) = /CS,7 (R2 \
IM ∙
In fact, the weights 7r for which the operators (63) are Fredholm for r  7  ^ 0 
are determined by the non-bijectivity points £ E С of the subordinate conormal 
symbol
Writing z = a + ib we easily see that for £ 7  ^ 0 the kernel of ctm^a(∆)(^) consists 
of all functions
Now u(0) = 0 for such a function implies с := c\ =  — C2. Moreover, we have
Then, as a corollary of [2, formula (55)] it follows that 
п к1 сгд (Д г ) = к for all 0 < r < 1, 
in particular, ind cta(Ai) =  к for
(65)
С ф С
©
for Ir := {ф : 0 < ф < (1 + г)ж}. Here ctm<?a (∆)(z) = +  z2, and
, , ∂u I
<?м(7л{Т-)и = и\ф=о, ам<7л{Т+)и = -^Лф=(1+Г^ .
и(ф) = {с1 е~Ьфе™ф + с2 еЬфе~™ф : сь с2 G С}
и'(ф) = с(—Ъ +  га)(е~Ьф е™ф +  еЬфе~Ыф).
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Assuming с ∕  0 (otherwise we have и ≡ 0) from и'(фг) = 0 we obtain the 
condition
e- ^ r {cos(афг) +  i sin(афг)} +  eb(^ r {cos(—афг) +  i sin(—афг)}
= (e~b(^ r +  eb(^ r) cos(афг) +  i(e~b(^ r — eb(^ r) sin(афг) =  0.
Since e~b(^  +  eb^  never vanishes we obtain cos(a</>r ) =  0; then 8т(афг) ≠  0 yields 
е - Ь ф г  _  е Ь ф г  — Q a n ( j  then 6 = 0. This gives us афг =  (к +  ^ ) 7г, E  Z ,  i.e., 
а =  (1 + r)~l (k +  i). In other words, the non-bijectivity points of сгм^л(Лг)(^) 
are
{ ^ g C :  Im z = 0, Rez  =  ------ (k +  -) , A; E Z}.
1 -1- it 2i
R em ark  3.2. Weights 7  =  71 E  M which satisfy the condition (65) a r e  an 
admissible choice for the result of Theorem 3.1, and the vector bundles M  and 
M ' are trivial and of fibre dimension 771(7 ) and respectively where
1 1  3
к  =  m ' i ' j )  -  m ( 7 ) for 7  G - ( −  -  k ,  -  -  k).
In other words, we have calculated the number of the additional trace and 
potential conditions on the crack boundary, more precisely, the difference of these 
numbers.
In a similar manner we can treat the case when instead of Dirichlet conditions 
on one side, Neumann conditions on the other we have Dirichlet or Neumann 
conditions on both sides.
3.2. A sym ptotics
In this section we make some concluding remarks on the role of the ‘weight 
improvement’ parameter e > 0 and refinements of the calculus with a control of 
asymptotic data.
The method which has been applied here may be regarded as a ‘confication’ of 
the edge algebra of boundary value problems. The meaning of the notation cedge 
algebra’ depends on some details concerning the choice of amplitude functions and 
asymptotic data. The edge amplitude functions are operator families with values 
in the cone algebra of boundary value problems on the infinite model cone. As 
such they contain so called smoothing Mellin and Green edge amplitude functions. 
Those are connected with the chosen control of asymptotics in the underlying cone 
calculus. This control can either mean, for instance, that the conormal symbols 
are meromorphic operator functions with values in boundary value problems on
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the base of the model cone (here a compact C°° manifold with boundary), or that 
they are only given in an open weight strip around the weight line Г n+i_ we are
2looking at. The latter point of view gives rise to a more general calculus, where 
the Green operators, in contrast to those with a complete control of asymptotics, 
‘only’ map weighted Sobolev distributions to smooth weighted functions with a 
weight improvement e > 0, cf. the formula (40).
In other words, what we are doing here in our calculus, is ignoring the possible 
asymptotic information for r 0 on the model cones of wedges. For the conified 
edge theory, i.e., in the corner axis direction t E K+, we do the same, i.e., we 
do not observe asymptotics for t 0. Also the corner conormal symbols are 
controlled in an e-weight strip, cf. the formula (50).
The full asymptotic information for corner boundary value problems of the 
present type could be analysed as well. The program would be analogous to that 
of the article [17] which treats iterated corner asymptotics for r —>► 0 and t 0 
for the case of a closed compact base of the model cones. This is a voluminous 
program and goes beyond the scope of the present exposition.
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